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format: spatial interactive art installation for the large gallery room
duration: permanent for the duration of the exhibition
credits: renate weissenböck+ruth ron

This installation refl ects on fi elds of information which exist within an empty room. In an unfi lled space there is ‘nothing,’ however we can 
measure physical conditions such as temperature, humidity, light level, or potential energy and describe it with Cartesian units.
In our installation we will display how beautiful ‘nothing’ can be by visualizing some of these quantitative qualities.   

Through a process of interpretation the gallery’s X,Y,Z coordinates are 
expressed with correlating RGB values projected on screens. It suggests 
a rich and sensual experience when wandering through space.
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Concept
This installation reflects on fields of information which exist within an empty room. In an unfilled 
space there is ‘nothing,’ however we can measure physical conditions such as temperature, 
humidity, light level or potential energy and describe it with Cartesian units. In our installation we 
display how beautiful ‘nothing’ can be by visualizing some of these quantitative qualities. Through a 
process of interpretation the gallery’s XYZ coordinates are expressed with correlating RGB values 
projected on screens, or lighten by colorful LEDs. It suggests a rich and sensual experience when 
wandering through space. 



Description
we are proposing to hang 3-5 movable screens on tracks in order to reveal the color potential of the 
space. The dynamic position of the screens is sensed with ultrasonic proximity sensors and sent 
through an arduino board, to the computer. A custom made ‘processing’ script receives the data 
and calculates RGB values and ‘bilinear’ color interpolation. The colorful gradient field is sent to be 
projected back onto the screens.

Equipment, prototype and requirements
We have built a working prototype of the installation at a reduced scale, we have to install and 
test the installation in its full size. We have 2 options for the installation: room size as shown in the 
attached drawings, or a small "object" space, approximately 1.5m x 1.5m x 2m box, positioned at 
eye level with interactive RGB field inside.

Equipment, prototype and requirements
We have built a working prototype of the installation at a reduced scale. We have to install and 
test the installation in its full size. There are 2 options for the installation: room size as shown in 
the attached drawings, or a small "object" space, approximately 1.5m x 1.5m x 2m horizontal box, 
positioned at eye level with interactive RGB field inside.

Equipment:
ultrasonic proximity sensors, microcontroller, DC motors with tracks, white fabric, RGB LEDs or 
laptop computer+projector, electronic components (embedded board, wires, resistors etc.)

We have all the required equipment. The installation will be re-designed and tested to respond to 
the specific spatial conditions given by the exhibition


